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UPR 5030-230-CSS 18-21 Mustang with Whipple or VMP Odin Supercharger  

Oil Catch Can Installation 

 

1. If equipped with a radiator cover, use a knife or screwdriver or pry tool to gently pull up push 

pins in the radiator cover.  Remove the radiator cover. 

 
 

2. Use a 10mm socket and ratchet to remove the factory silver bolt and washer pictured. This is 

where you will be installing your UPR fender mount catch can bracket. For Shelby Models, you 

will remove a nut and stud in this location.  Install the UPR fender mount bracket assembly as 

shown, and install the catch can onto the bracket stud with the provided knob. 
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3. There are 2 hoses for the catch can connections.  One hose will have a 90 degree fitting, and a 

straight fitting and will have a check valve in it.  This hose will connect from the side of the 

catch can to the supercharger inlet vacuum port.  Route the hose down and under the coolant 

hose and back up towards the supercharger.  Be sure it is routed so the arrow printed on the 

check valve faces away from the catch can, towards the engine (90 degree fitting at the can , 

and straight fitting at the supercharger .  The hose with 90 degree fittings on both ends will 

connect the top of the catch can to the passenger side valve cover PCV fitting.  Once you have 

the hoses routed to your liking, tighten the catch can knob. 
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Routing is the same for VMP Odin superchargers.  The supercharger coolant hoses must be routed to allow 

room for the catch can vacuum hose. 

 

 
 

The Clean Side Separator will clip onto the driver side valve cover Crankcase Vent fitting.  Connect the 

remaining hose from the Clean Side Separator to the Air inlet tube fitting.  
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Always check and drain the catch can more often in winter / freezing weather.  If the water/oil mixture in the catch can is 

allowed to freeze it will cause damage to the catch can and internal components.  Any damage due to freezing is NOT 

WARRANTY.  You must dispose of the liquid collected in the catch can properly (with used waste oil) properly according to 

your local laws.  

Product Liability Statement: The purchase of the product, manufactured by UPR Products Inc. completes an agreement between UPR 

Products Inc. and the customer. UPR Products Inc. assumes no liability for damages or injury incurred by the buyer of this product. 

The purchaser or user of this product is responsible for the proper disposal of any hazardous materials (oil catch can contents).   The 

buyer has complete responsibility for the installation, use and upkeep of this product. 
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